
Embrook Under 13s 105 All Out lost to Hurley U13s 106 for 3 by 7 wickets. 
 
On a glorious autumn day, Hurley booked their place in the season's showcase final with a 
hard fought victory over a talented Embrook outfit. With a bumper crowd in force, featuring 
Hurley players past, present and future, Hurley won the toss and elected to field, on a slow 
pitch. Embrook raced to 15 off the first over, raising the odd eyebrow of the Hurley faithful. 
Order was restored, as opening pair of bowlers Hill and Dawkins restricted the runs thereon, 
with Hill making the breakthrough, Skelton gobbling up the chance behind the timbers.  
 
Blake Dyson, quicker than Usain Bolt out of the blocks, superbly ran out Vickers with a direct 
hit; the opener committing the cardinal sin of not running his bat in. Impetus came from 
Waybourne (33) with a better than run a ball innings, including 3 big sixes as Hurley's length 
erred on several occasions. 
 
However, the introduction of Alex Bussell (3-16) changed the course of the game, providing 
more flight than an eagle, and sending a series of confused batters back to the hutch. 
 
A fine catch from McGuinness off the busy Dyson precipitated a major collapse, with the 
returning Dawkins (2-19) demolished the lower order, along with the miserly Hill (2-7) to 
end the innings, slightly below par on 105. 
 
In response, Hurley got off to flying start with 11 extras coming from the first over. With the 
Embrook attack proving extremely accurate, supported by a keen attitude in the field, a 
calm measured approach was the order of the day. Dawkins (33*) once again showed the 
talent that runs through the family name, to provide the main supply of runs. With Hill 
unfortunately suffering the wrath of the umpires finger, Green (16) fought hard, not just 
riding his luck in his 70 minute innings, but proving immune to getting out, top edges finding 
the numerous gaps and a comical incident of run, oh I’m going to get run out, I’m still going 
to get run out, oh I might have a chance, oh I’m still in! Skelton (8) added a quick cameo, 
before falling foul of a shooter.  
 
With the match still evenly poised and my own silver hairs / receding hairline taking a 
punishing, Dyson entered the fray to play a superb knock, showing the artistic flair of Van 
Gogh, dabbing the ball into the gaps, delighting the crowd and putting the final seal of 
approval on Hurley's place in the final. Ably supported by Patrick (3*) Hurley secured the 
victory with 11 balls to spare. 
 
A great day for the club and everyone involved. A superb effort to get to the final stage. 
Falkland await in the Final.   
 
 


